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Abstrakt
Klasická inkoustová razítka, která se používají k autorizaci dokumentů, se dnes díky rozšíření
moderních technologií dají relativně snadno padělat metodou oskenování a vytištění. V rámci
diplomové práce je vyvíjen automatický nástroj pro ověření pravosti razítek, který na-
jde využití zejména v prostředích, kde je nutné zpracovávat velké množství dokumentů.
Procesu ověření pravosti razítka musí přirozeně předcházet jeho detekce v dokumentu –
úloha zpracování obrazu, která zatím nemá přesvědčivé řešení. V této diplomové práci je
navržena zcela nová metoda detekce a ověření pravosti razítka v barevných obrazech doku-
mentů. Tato metoda zahrnuje plnou segmentaci stránky za účelem určení kandidátních
řešení, dále extrakci příznaků a následnou klasifikaci kandidátů za pomoci algoritmu pod-
půrných vektorů (SVM). Evaluace ukázala, že algoritmus umožňuje rozlišovat razítka od
jiných barevných objektů v dokumentu jako jsou například loga a barevné nápisy. Kromě
toho algoritmus dokáže rozlišit pravá razítka od kopií.
Abstract
Classical ink stamps and seals used for authentication of a document content have become
relatively easy to forge by the scan&print technique since the technology is available to
general public. For environments where a huge volume of documents is processed, an
automatic system for verification of authenticity of stamps is being developed in the scope
of this master’s thesis. The process of stamp authenticity verification naturally must be
preceded by the phase of stamp detection and segmentation – a difficult task of Document
Image Analysis (DIA). In this master’s thesis, a novel method for detection and verification
of stamps in color document images is proposed. It involves a full segmentation of the
page to identify candidate solutions, extraction of features, and further classification of
the candidates by means of support vector machines. The evaluation has shown that the
algorithm is capable of differentiating stamps from other color objects in the document such
as logos or text and also genuine stamps from copied ones.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite an enormous utilization of computer technology in various areas of our lives, pa-
per documents still play an important role. Contracts, wills, certificates, invoices and all
documents issued by formal authorities are printed on a solid paper and a signature or
a stamp1 guarantee the authenticity of the content. Official stamped documents are of-
ten accepted without questioning, omitting the fact that there is an advanced computer
technology available to public which can be easily misused for fraud.
In the scope of the thesis, verification of authenticity of stamps (and seals) will be
discussed. Here, classical rubber stamping is assumed which means the process of imprinting
a certain type of dye applied on a pattern carved into a piece of rubber. The technique has
been used for centuries. Some examples of stamps and seals are shown in Fig. 1.1.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.1: Examples of different stamps and seals. An oriental seal in (d).
A huge volume of documents is processed daily in offices such as insurance companies
or banks and the degree of automation is still increasing. For example, the printed invoices
incoming to an insurance company are immediately digitized and there is no time and
resources to manually check if the stamp is authentic which makes the forgery rather easy
[63]. For that purpose, an automatic system is needed which is able to detect a stamp in a
scanned document and, in a second step, to differentiate authentic (genuine) stamps from
the forged ones.
There are several types of fraud possible to commit with stamps. It can be done either
by manufacturing an imitation of the rubber pattern or by means of computer technology.
The first method is more spread in oriental countries (e.g. China, Japan) where seals are
usually used instead of signatures to identify the author and most people have a personal one
which is unique. Within this work, the second type of forgery is assumed. Stamp imprints
1The terms “seal” and “stamp” will be used interchangeably within the work. Seals are more related to
authentication of documents issued by authorities while stamps are used in business.
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are examined to detect whether they are authentic or they have been photocopied from
another document. A similar scenario could also involve scanning the original document,
digital modification of the image and printing again. While there has been a lot of research
in processing oriental seals ([58, 18, 14]), copied stamp detection is a present-day problem.
The aim is to increase efficiency in crime prevention, not to replace a human examiner.
The suspicious documents would be filtered out and inspected carefully by a forensic expert.
Integration of computational methods into forensic sciences has emerged into an indi-
vidual field of study – computational forensics [27].
The objective of the thesis is to develop a system to automatically detect stamps in
documents and to determine whether the stamps are authentic or they have been forged.
The assignment can be expressed in three points:
1. Identify distinctive features of a stamp imprint.
2. Design an algorithm to detect stamps in images.
3. Design an algorithm to verify the stamp authenticity.
All the three tasks are open problems in document image analysis and in this thesis,
novel techniques to deal with them are proposed.
In Chapter 2, previous work on related topics is described. Chapter 3 introduces a new
approach to stamp detection and verification based on learning. Chapter 4 describes in
detail how the document image is segmented. Chapter 5 covers feature identification and
feature extraction and in Chapter 6, the design of the classifier is described. The results of
evaluation are provided in Chapter 7 and the résumé of the work and possible extensions
are given in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 State-of-the-art Approaches to Stamp Detection
Localization of stamps in document images is not a trivial task and a reliable general
solution has not been given yet [25]. As prior knowledge of the structure (shape or color)
of the seal is helpful to localize them in documents, the previous research was focused on
detection of stamps of a particular type. The number of published methods is quite limited
and their thorough examination has been done in the scope of the thesis.
The approaches selected by various authors can be roughly divided into three groups.
1. Color analysis
2. An approach based on shape information
3. Symbol spotting
2.1.1 Color Analysis
Color information for detection of stamps has been employed by the most authors so far.
They exploit the fact that stamp is a plain-color object, although some parts of the imprint
can have different brightness due to imperfect ink condition. Unfortunately none of the
methods is applicable to detection of black stamps.
One of the first authors who applied color analysis was K. Ueda in [61] to extract
a signature and a seal from Japanese bank checks. He worked with a three-dimensional
RGB color histogram of pixel intensities and orthogonal projections. The author assumes
that there will be exactly three clusters in the document – the background, the seal and
the signature. Such an approach works well on a particular type of document but cannot
be applied to general ones.
Cai and Mei [15] also present a simple approach based on color analysis dividing the
RGB cube into 8 subspaces, assigning a label to each pixel and choosing just those pixels
that belong to the red and blue subspace. With this approach, the color of the seal must
be known beforehand.
Soria-Frisch presents [56] a fuzzy integration method for combining RGB color channels
to segment stamps of one particular color.
Berger et al. [5, 6] are able to separate overlapping objects of a very similar color (e.g.
stamp and signature) by means of support vector machines. The problem is that small
areas belonging to each object have to be chosen manually.
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In the latest method proposed by Forczman´ski and Frejlichowski [24, 25] in 2010, the
authors transform the document image into Y CbCr space (described in 4.1), drop the
Y component and work only with Cb and Cr matrices that carry the information about
chromaticity. Areas with high intensities either in Cb or Cr image denote the presence of
a stamp. Row and column projections are performed on each of the two images separately
to detect these areas. Other features (like width-to-height ratio) are applied to discard
inappropriate candidate solutions. This approach is restricted to detection of red and blue
stamps only.
2.1.2 Seal Detection Based on Shape Information
Location methods based on shape information require an outer frame to be present around
the seal.
Chen, Liu et al. in [17] detect seals on Chinese bank checks with a region-growing
algorithm. They suppose the seal to be the only object in the cheque to have an outer
frame.
More universal is the method proposed by Zhu et al. in [66]. It employs Hough Trans-
form [60] to search for circular and elliptical candidates for stamps. The authors claim the
method to be robust on degraded documents and successful even for stamps overlapping
with text.
2.1.3 Symbol Spotting
A stamp can also be treated as a symbol and techniques known for symbol spotting can
be applied. Symbol spotting is a way how to efficiently localize symbols in images, without
need of previous segmentation of the image [22]. These techniques are more suitable for
stamp retrieval than for general detection as they are initiated with a query image selected
by user (QBE – query by example). The query is used to find similar symbols in the
database.
Rusin˜ol et al. [49] present a method for spotting both text and symbols at once. They
extract points of interest from the image and compute several local descriptors over these
points. (More about local descriptors can be found in [42].) The spatial organization of the
descriptors validates the hypothesis to find the object.
In 2010, Roy, Pal and Lladós [48] applied a similar approach to seal detection. They
computed invariant spatial descriptors (distance and angular position) over the seal primi-
tives (e.g. individual characters) and used Generalized Hough Transform [4] to find similar
objects by voting procedure.
2.1.4 Open Issues
To sum up the research carried out within the topic, most of the methods for detection
of stamps were designed for a certain type of document, e.g. a particular bank cheque.
Some latest papers deal with techniques related to QBE and they are thus more suitable
for stamp retrieval.
There are also several papers focused on detection of stamps of a particular type in
general documents. Most relevant to our problem is detection of elliptical stamps by Hough
Transform [66] and detection of red and blue stamps converting the image into Y CbCr space
[24, 25].
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None of the papers focuses on detection of black stamps that are the most challenging.
Also, no method was published to be able to detect stamps of arbitrary colors.
2.2 Advances in Recognition of Printing Techniques
Digital image processing methods are more and more often employed for forensic analysis
to investigate questioned documents. However, the process is still at the beginning [26].
A valuable information can give the examination of printing techniques used within the
document. Several authors have focused on classification of laser-printed, inkjet-printed
and photocopied text. It is of the greatest interest to detect documents which have been
scanned, digitally modified and printed. The process of photocopying is actually very
similar. Thanks to the advances in technology, documents made by this practice may look
very realistic, and, moreover, the technology is becoming cheaper.
Scanners and printers introduce imperfections into the document. These alternations are
referred to as intrinsic signatures and they can surprisingly well characterize the particular
device. These are for example noise, texture or light blurring at the edges of characters. To
understand why these effects arise, a detailed description of scanning and printing process
would have to be given which is outside the scope of the thesis and it can be found in [20].
Mikkilineni et al. [35] has shown that even different models of scanner and printer can
be discovered/distinguished based on the intrinsic features in the document.
Different image analysis techniques and classification algorithms have been used by sev-
eral authors to identify the intrinsic features of the devices. Lampert [38] and Schulze et
al. [53] suggest using graylevel features such as co-occurrence matrices to describe the tex-
ture, line edge roughness, area difference, correlation coefficient and grayvalue distribution.
Besides, Schulze et al. have shown that DCT features work well for printing technique
and copy detection [10]. Ryu et al. [50] use 17 image quality measures to classify among
genuine documents, laser-printed copies and inkjet-printed copies. Graylevel co-occurrence
matrices are used also by Mikkilineni in [41] to extract features from letters “e” and to
determine particular printer.
Besides intrinsic signatures, there can be extra information added into the document at
the hardware level of the printer. An increasingly used extrinsic signature is the counterfeit
protection system (CPS). About 10 Bytes of information can be added in the form of yellow
dots invisible to a naked eye into the document during color printing. It includes the serial
number of the printer, parity information and sometimes also the date and time of printing
[20]. The intention is to increase document security and prevent from forgery, however,
practically, every laser-printed document can be traced back to its source. Since it is not
clear who has the access to the decoding mechanism, it invokes a big privacy issue.
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Chapter 3
Learning-based Approach To
Stamp Detection and Verification
The objective of this thesis is to develop a new method for detection and verification of
stamps from document images. It has been shown in 2.1 that there have been attempts,
but none of the approaches was general enough.
The difficulty is in the fact that there is no template for a stamp – they are all different.
It is partially graphical and partially textual object. It can be placed on any position in
the document. The variations are in its shape and color, print quality or rotation. Even
two imprints of the same seal can look very different. Moreover, the imprint might be
overlapped with a signature or text.
For problems with such a vague formulation, traditional image processing approaches
fail. In this thesis, an approach deriving benefit from pattern recognition and machine
learning methods will be presented.
3.1 Pattern Recognition System
According to [23], pattern recognition is “the act of taking in raw data and making an
action based on the category of the pattern”. A basic architecture of a pattern recognition
system is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The first stage of the system is sensing which in our case means scanning a document.
There is a plenty of types of scanners and they have different characteristics and limitations
such as scan resolution, so already this part of the system deserves a proper consideration.
Segmentation is the problem of separating the patterns, e.g. from background. In
practice, this might be a very complicated problem. For stamp detection, we try to segment
the image into smaller parts – to separate e.g. single logos, symbols and of course stamps.
These patterns will be the candidate solutions to our problem.
A key part of the system is feature extraction. Features are measurments that character-
ize a pattern in a way that it can be recognized from patterns of different categories. Thus,
the feature values should be very similar for patterns of one category, and very different for
patterns of different categories. The more distinguishing the features are, the better the
performance of the system is.
If there are too many features at hand, feature selection has to be made with accordance
to the curse of dimensionality theorem [7]. It means that only the most discriminative
features are selected and the others are discarded.
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Classification is the act of assigning a pattern to a category, based on a vector which
was extracted from the pattern by feature extractor. This process is in the most of practical
cases too hard and requires learning from training data. More about learning and building
a classifier will follow in section 3.2.
Assuming that we have perfectly discriminative features, the design of the classifier is
rather trivial, and the other way round, a good classifier does not require sophisticated
features.
sensing
segmentation
feature extraction
classiﬁcation
post-processing
input
decision
Figure 3.1: Process flow of the pattern recognition system [23].
3.2 Machine Learning
According to Kononenko and Kukar [36], “Learning is any modification of the system that
improves its performance in some problem solving task. The result of learning is knowledge
which the system can use for solving new problems.”
The generated knowledge can be represented in many different ways, it is an abstraction
of the learned data. It can be a function, a set of memorized examples, an algorithm etc.
It is often called the model or also hypothesis.
An illustration of a machine learning algorithm can be seen in Fig. 3.2. Learning data
(examples) are input to the learning algorithm together with some background knowledge.
The background knowledge that is needed is dependant on the applied learning algorithm
and conversely the learning algorithm can be chosen based on how much backround knowl-
edge we have. It can be an optimality criterion, a space of possible models, an initial
hypothesis, a set of heuristics etc. The output is the generated knowledge in the form of a
model.
Machine learning can be thus viewed as an optimization problem – a model satisfying
an optimalty criterion is sought.
9
Figure 3.2: A machine learning algorithm.
3.2.1 Learning Strategies
Depending on how the learning is achieved, several strategies can be outlined according to
[23, 36].
• Supervised Learning
In supervised learning, a label is provided for each example in the training data. It
means that each example consists of a pair of a feature vector and a desired output
(label). Such an algorithm can be perceive as learning with a teacher. If the label is
discrete, the learning algorithm is called classification. If it is continuous, it is referred
to as regression. In practical applications, the set of the labelled examples is often
referred to as the groundtruth.
• Unsupervised Learning
Unsepervised learning has no explicit teacher. Though the input examples are not
labeled, hidden structures and natural groupings can be found among them. The
most popular method is clustering.
• Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is related to teaching an autonomous agent. The agent acts
in its environment and tries to choose optimal actions to achieve some goals. His
state might be from time to time evaluated by a positive or negative reward. The
task of the learning is to take such a sequence of actions that the cumulative reward
is maximized. It is often used for controlling dynamic systems but also to solve
optimization problems and playing games.
3.2.2 Training and Testing
To solve the detection and verification problem, a set of labeled examples will be provided
which means that the supervised learning strategy will be followed. Therefore classification
is of our particular interest.
The task of the classifier is to detemine the class to which a new (previously unseen)
pattern should be assigned. This is done based on a learned model. It means that there
are necessarily two steps in the learning algorithm: training and testing1.
1 Sometimes the same steps are refered to as learning and execution or training and prediction.
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Training
During the training phase, the classifier is given labeled data in the following form:
{{x1, y1}, {x2, y2} . . . {xn, yn}} ,
where xi is the feature vector and yi is the label, and it tries to learn the function g
g : X → Y, (3.1)
where X is the (usually multidimensional) input space and Y is the output space. For a
special case of classification, a binary classification, the output space is Y = {0, 1}.
The function g itself is a member of the model space or also hypothesis space G. G
is a space of any kind of functions, depending on the chosen learning algorithm. Building
a classifier, it is useful that the model has the form of discriminant functions gi(x). For
probabilistic models that are often used, g(x) = P (y|x). The discriminant functions then
represent a hyperplane partitioning the input space into disjunct subspaces, each subspace
corresponding to examples of a particular label.
Testing
Once the model is learned, any number of new previously unseen patterns can be classified
according to it. In the terms of discriminant functions, the classifier assigns the pattern to
a class i provided
gi(x) > gj(x) for all j 6= i. (3.2)
Various metrics are used to assess the performance of the classifier. The process is refered
to as an evaluation. It is a common practice to repeat the phase of feature extraction
and selection, classifier selection, training and evaluation as long as the results are not
satisfactory.
3.2.3 Performance Evaluation
To estimate the quality of an algorithm, its performance has to be measured. For that
purpose, available data always have to be split into two subsets – a training and a testing
set. The subsets have to be disjunct and then the model is generated on the training set
and the testing set is used for quality estimation [36].
To estimate quality of classification algorithms, classification accuracy is most often
used. It is a relative frequency of correct classifications:
Acc =
ncorr
n
· 100%, (3.3)
where n is the number of testing examples and ncorr is the number of correctly classified
examples from the labeled testing set. The resulting accuracy is usually just an approxi-
mation of the exact accuracy of the classifier because the testing set is just a small subset
of all possible examples. In real-life problems, the number of possible examples is often
infinite.
However, if the classes in the problem are unbalanced, which means that there are much
more examples of a particular class among the data than examples of other classes, then
the accuracy measure is not an appropriate estimation of the quality of the algorithm and
more sophisticated measures have to be done.
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Two-class Problems
Many real-life problems are two-class, which means that each pattern can be assigned into
one of two categories (positive and negative). A confusion matrix can be built to compute
the measures:
P N
P TP FP
N FN TN
Table 3.1: A confusion matrix.
Two frequentkly used measures are sensitivity which is a relative frequency of correctly
classified positive examples, and specificity, which is a relative frequency of correctly clas-
sified negative examples.
Sensitivity =
TP
TP + FN
(3.4)
Specificity =
TN
TN + FP
(3.5)
In information retrieval, similar measures are used. Recall is actually the same as
sensitivity, but precision estimates the proportion of correctly classified examples that were
classified as positive.
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(3.6)
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(3.7)
k-fold Cross Validation
It often happens that the number of available labeled data is small. To achieve a more
accurate estimation of the quality of the learning algorithm, the set is split into k subsets
of equal size instead of two, and each subset is taken as the testing set while the rest n− 1
as the training set. The accuracy is then estimated as the average accuracy of all tests. In
practice, k = 10 is often used.
A special kind of cross-validation is the leave-one-out method. With this approach,
k = n where n is the number of examples.
3.3 Support Vector Machines
“SVM are among the most successful machine learning methods for classification problems.”
[36] They were invented by Vapnik [64] in 1982. The objective of the SVM algorithm is to
compute an optimal hyperplane in the features (or transformed features) space to separate
samples of different classes. An optimal hyperplane is referred to the one which is the
most distant from the nearest samples of both classes. The nearest samples are called
support vectors and their distance to the hyperplane is called the margin. So, SVM tries
to maximize the margin. The solution is only dependent on the support vectors.
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3.3.1 Linear Separable Case
Let us assume the simplest possible case, that the training data are linear separable. Let
(xi, yi), i = 1 . . . n be the set of n learning examples and yi = 1 if the corresponding learning
example belongs to the first and yi = −1 if to the second class. All features xi are treated
as continuous. The equation of the separating hyperplane then is
w · x− b = 0. (3.8)
Since the data are linearly separable, all learning examples should be correctly classified:
∀i ∈ 1 . . . n : yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1. (3.9)
To find an optimal hyperplane with the maximum margin, let us imagine two hyperplanes
of the margin such that there are no points in between. The distance between them is
2
‖w‖ where ‖w‖ is the norm of x. To maximize the distance, x has to be minimized. The
problem can be stated in terms of a quadratic optimization problem as:
min
w,b
1
2
‖w‖2
subject to yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1,∀i (3.10)
This problem is often referred to as the hard-margin SVM formulation.
3.3.2 Linear Inseparable Case
If the data are not lineraly separable, the margin criterion is relaxed so that some points
can lie within the margin or on the other side of the hyperplane. Such a formulation of
SVM is called soft-margin and was introduced in 1995 by Cortes and Vapnik [21].
The previous optimization method is modified by introducing slack variables ξi which
measure the degree of misclassification of xi
yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1− ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (3.11)
The optimization problem becomes:
min
w,ξ
{
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
}
subject to yi(w · xi − b) ≥ 1− ξi,∀i, ξi ≥ 0. (3.12)
The trade-off parameter C is set by user and it controls the influence of errors.
3.3.3 Non-linear Case
For many real-life problems, the solution with soft-margin soed not not give sufficient results
and the error is too high. Bortes, Guyon and Vapnik [9] suggested to apply the kernel trick
to create nonlinear classifiers. All features are mapped by a (nonlinear) kernel function to
a higher dimensional space where they are linearly separable.
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To define the problem, dot product from Equation 3.12 is replaced by the kernel function
and the problem is defined as:
min
w,ξ
{
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
}
subject to yi(wφ(xi)− b) ≥ 1− ξi, ∀i, ξi ≥ 0. (3.13)
Such a classifier is known as C-SVM or SVM of Type 1.
SVM of Type 2 or also ν-SVM differs in the error function:
min
w,ξ
{
1
2
‖w‖2 − νρ+ 1
n
n∑
i=1
ξi
}
subject to yi(wφ(xi)− b) ≥ ρ− ξi,∀i, ξi ≥ 0 and ρ ≥ 0. (3.14)
The most commonly used types of kernel are shown in Table 3.2.
Linear kernel K(xi,xj) = (xTi xj)
Polynomial kernel K(xi,xj) = (γxTi xj + r)d, γ > 0
Radial basis function K(xi,xj) = exp(−γ‖xTi − xj‖2), γ > 0
Sigmoid K(xi,xj) = tanh(γxTi xj + r)
Table 3.2: Different types of kernels.
3.4 Proposed Method for Stamp Detection and Verification
Within the thesis, a learning-based system for detection and verification of stamps in doc-
ument images was developed. The system consists of several steps and the processing flow
is given in Fig. 3.3.
The hardcopy of the document is scanned to create a 24bit color image. RGB space
is converted to Y CbCr and consequently, color pixels of the image are separated from
those pixels that are close to gray values. From the binarized achromatic image, connected
components are extracted to compute the average conn. component size and also lines
are examined to calculate the average skew of the page. On the chromatic image, color
clustering is performed to separate different colors in the image. Binary masks of the
clusters are cleaned and segmented by XY cut algorithm. The resulting segments are
handled as candidate solutions to the problem of detection of genuine stamps. Features are
extracted from the candidates utilizing the average skew and average connected component
size. Finally, the candidate solutions are classified according to their features and with the
aid of a previously generated model into two categories – genuine stamps/the rest. The
candidates indicated as genuine stamps are returned by the algorithm.
All parts of the algorithm will be described in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 3.3: The workflow of the stamp detection and verification algorithm.
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Chapter 4
Image Segmentation
A basic assumption for segmentation of the image is that stamps are single color objects.
This characteristic is considered to be invariant and it holds for the most stamps. Docu-
ments where stamps most likely occur contain text, headings and titles of black color but
also logos, pictures and color text. Black and grey parts of the image are out of interest
because segmentation of black stamps is not comprised in this work. That is why the
first step in the segmentation algorithm is separation of chromatic and achromatic parts
of the document image. Only chromatic parts are further analysed. However, such an
approach does not make detection of black stamps impossible. The algorithm is extensible
for segmentation of black stamps too, as it is outlined in Section ??.
Relying on the fact that stamp is a plain-color object, color clustering is applied to
segment objects of similar colors into several clusters. For separation of chromatic parts
as well as color clustering, Y CbCr color space is used. Separate cluster images are then
segmented to obtain candidatessolutions.
Such an approach enables us to detect multiple stamps in one image.
4.1 Conversion to Y CbCr Color Space
Color is an important feature when detecting a stamp. We can rely on the fact that the
stamp is a single color object but we have to take into account that the color brightness
can be different in different parts of the imprint.
RGB color model is not very convenient for segmentation because of the high correlation
among the channels [19]. It is more convenient to work with the color intensities in Y CbCr
color space. In this model, Y is the luma component1 and Cb, Cr are chroma components
meaning the blue and red difference [45]. The color space was developed as a part of ITU-R
BT.601 standard [1] and was primarily designed to encode video. Y CbCr signals are called
Y PbPr before they are scaled and offset into digital form, and can be computed from the
1In some literature, the luma component is explicitly denoted by Y ′ to emphasize that light intensity is
non-linearly encoded by gamma-correction.
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RGB source using two defined constants Kb and Kr in the following way:
Y = KR ·R+ (1−KR −KB) ·G+KB ·B,
Pb =
1
2
· B − Y
1−KB ,
Pr =
1
2
· R− Y
1−KR . (4.1)
The range of R,G,B and Y is [0, 1], the range of Pb and Pr is [−0.5, 0.5].
To represent signals in digital form, the results are scaled and offset, Y is defined to
have a nominal range of 16 – 235, Cb and Cr are defined to have a nominal range of 16 –
240 [34]. Thus it means that Y CbCr leaves room at the top and bottom of the full range so
that additional (nonimage) information can be included in a video stream. This property is
not meaningful for image segmentation, so in this thesis the definition of Y CbCr for JPEG
format [31] is used, where Y,Cb and Cr have the full range.
The constants Kb and Kr are according to the standard for SDTV defined as
KB = 0.114, KR = 0.299.
From the above constants and formulas we can derive:
Y = 0.299 ·R+ 0.587 ·G+ 0.114 ·B,
Cb = −0.169 ·R− 0.331 ·G+ 0.5 ·B,
Cr = 0.5 ·R− 0.419 ·G− 0.081 ·B. (4.2)
The ranges for R,G,B and Y are [0, 255], and [−127, 128] for Cb and Cr. An illustration
of a 3D color histogram in Y CbCr color space and a decomposition of an image into the
particular components is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The advantage of converting the image to Y CbCr space is in separation of the lumi-
nance component from the chromatic ones by very simple computations. It is also more
comfortable for work than e.g. HSV color space where there are undefined values of hue
for some combinations of RGB components.
4.2 Separation of Chromatic Pixels
To process color stamps, it is desirable to separate out the background, the text and other
approximately acromatic (white, black and grey) parts of the image. However, determining
the achromatic parts is not trivial. During the scanning process, some information about
the image is often lost or altered and it is mainly observable at the edges of characters in
the form of light blurring. This effect makes separation of text from document images more
difficult because the text contains color pixels too.
To solve the problem precisely, an adaptive method would have to be designed. However,
it has been revealed that a single-threshold method for separation of chromatic pixels in
Y CbCr space and a subsequent cleaning of noise is sufficient for this application.
In Y CbCr space it holds that the closer to the Y axis, the less chromatic the points are.
A projection of each pixel point on CbCr plane is done and then each point is treated as a
polar vector (r, θ), where r =
√
C2b + C
2
r and θ = atan2(Cb, Cr), θ ∈ [0, 2pi). A threshold
T is set and all vectors with r > T are marked as chromatic and further used for color
clustering. Within this work, the threshold was set to 20 based on a series of experiments.
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(a) Original image (b) A 3D color histogram
(c) Y image (d) Cb image (e) Cr image
Figure 4.1: An illustration of Y CbCr color space.
4.3 Color Clustering
In the related work [25, 61], only stamps of particular colors, typically blue or red, were
taken into consideration. By the method proposed in this thesis, stamps of arbitrary colors
can be detected.
To separate objects of plain colors, an unsupervised learning algorithm – k-means clus-
tering [23] – is applied to all chromatic pixels. It assigns each pixel into one of k clusters
according to its color. It will be explained later that a very precise classification is not
needed, so the number of clusters can be rather small.
From the 3D scatter plots of pixel intensities of various document images (e.g. Fig.
4.2), one can learn that the clusters formed by inks always have elongated shapes like
clouds stretching from the white color cluster. Projecting the pixel vectors onto CbCr color
plane, the ink clusters stretch from the center of the coordinate system and they are quite
narrow. It can be seen that the distance of each point from the center of coordinates is
not important for distinction among the clusters but the polar angle of each pixel vector
carries the discriminative information about color (it is a parallel to hue). The advantage
of this property is taken and instead of commonly used Euclidean distance metric, a new
angular metric is used for k-means clustering.
A short description of the algorithm follows.
1. Polar coordinates (r, θ) of all chromatic pixel vectors in CbCr have already been
computed in the previous step (in Section 4.2). Only the polar angles θi are further
needed for clustering.
2. The angle values are quantized into 360 values and a histogram is constructed. An
example is given in Fig. 4.3. To speed up the computations (which is essential for
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(a) Original image (b) A 3D scatter plot of pixel in-
tensities in Y CbCr color space
(c) Projection of pixel intensi-
ties onto the CbCr plane
Figure 4.2: Ink colors in the image form clusters of elongated shapes. The biggest cluster
stretching along the Y axis corresponds to the background and black text. The plots were
made in ImageJ tool [2].
large images), the clustering algorithm will be run on histogram space. Let us denote
the bin of θ as b, an integer value from interval [0, 360).
3. The histogram is used to determine the number of clusters by an approximate nu-
meration of the peaks. The peak bins are also set as the initial cluster centers.
4. For two pixel vectors ~u1 = (r1, θ1), ~u2 = (r2, θ2), the bins of their angles being b1 and
b2, the definition of distance is:
d(b1, b2) =
{
|b2 − b1|, if |b2 − b1| ≤ 180
360− |b2 − b1|, if |b2 − b1| > 180.
(4.3)
5. To calculate the means of the clusters in each step of the algorithm, the circular
property of the angular space must be taken into account. A detailed approach is
described in 5.3.1. Another method can be found in [33].
6. The k-means clustering algorithm is run on the histogram space with the above defined
distance metric according to Algorithm 1.
As a result of clustering, the angular space of polar vectors is divided into k intervals,
pixels being in the same interval having the same label and a similar color.
For the purpose of stamp segmentation, k binary mask images of the same size as the
original document image are generated. In each mask image i, i = 0 . . . k, the pixels with
the label equal to i are set to 1 and the rest to 0. An example of such a result can be seen
in Fig. 4.4 (1 represented by black color, 0 by white).
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(a) Projection of pixel intensities
onto the CbCr plane
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(b) The corresponding histogram
Figure 4.3: The projection of image pixel intensities on CbCr plane is depicted in (a) and
the corresponding histogram of quantized angle values is shown in (b). Four peaks in the
histogram correspond to the four clusters in CbCr plane. The y-axis values is the percentage
of amounts of pixels in the whole document.
Algorithm 1 k-means clustering on histogram space
1: Input: A histogram with 360 bins.
2: Initialize: k clusters with cluster centres in µ(0)i , µi ∈ [0, 360), i = 1, . . . , k
3: t=0
4: repeat
5: t=t+1
6: Assign bins to the cluster C(t)i =
{
bj : d(bj , µ
(t)
i ) ≤ d(bj , µ(t)i∗ ) for all i∗ = 1, . . . , k
}
7: Calculate new means µ(t)i
8: until µ(t−1)i = µ
(t)
i , i = 1, . . . , k
9: Output: pixel vectors categorized into k clusters Ci
4.4 Noise Removal
As it has been addressed in Section 4.2, especially due to the alternations made during
scanning process, there are often a few color pixels around text characters in the document
images. These color pixels cause that the derived cluster images are sometimes noisy.
However, this problem can be very efficiently solved by cleaning the cluster images with
morphological operations.
4.4.1 Mathematical Morphology
In biology, morphology deals with the form and structure of organisms. Mathematical
morphology is a set of techniques for image pre- and postprocessing, such as filtering,
thinning and pruning [28]. It is based on set theory where the sets represent objects in an
image.
Definitions of basic morphological operations will follow. Since the cluster images where
the operators will be applied are binary, only binary versions of the operators are of our
interest. However, they can be extended to graylevel images too. The fundamental logic
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(a) Original image
(b) Cluster No.1 (blue) (c) Cluster No.2 (red)
Figure 4.4: The resulting binary mask images after color clustering. (The borders around
images are just illustrative.)
operations are dilation and erosion.
Dilation can be defined by
A⊕B =
⋃
b∈B
Ab (4.4)
where Ab denotes a translation of set A by point b = (b1, b2)
Ab = {a+ b|a ∈ A},
and set B is referred to as the structuring element.
Similarly, erosion is defined by
A	B =
⋂
b∈B
A−b. (4.5)
Dilation expands an image and it can be applied e.g. to bridge gaps in an image with
broken characters. Erosion, on the other hand, shrinks, and it is capable of eliminating
irrelevant detail from binary images.
Opening and closing are other important operations from mathematical morphology.
They are dual – opening the foreground pixels is equivalent to closing the background
pixels with the same structuring element. Closing can be used to fill in holes in background
whereas opening can remove noise.
Mathematically, closing is a dilation of a set A by structuring element B followed by an
erosion by the same structuring element:
A •B = (A⊕B)	B,
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while opening is its reverse operation:
A ◦B = (A	B)⊕B.
4.4.2 Approach
To remove noise from the binary mask images, opening operation is the most suitable.
Opening is generally less destructive than erosion but still it is capable of removing very
thin foreground elements from the image while preserving the large ones.
The exact operation is determined by the applied structuring element. Experiments
have uncovered that the circular structuring element is the most suitable for cleaning of
cluster images. However, the size of the circle highly depends on the resolution during the
scanning process and the radius has to be adjusted according to it.
The examples of results of cleaning can be found in Fig. 4.5.
4.5 Extraction of Candidate Solutions
Now when the separate images of clusters are derived and cleaned, they have to be par-
titioned so as to obtain single candidate solutions to the stamp detection problem. Seg-
mentation of the images is necessary as they may contain more objects of the same color
besides the stamp, e.g. logos or color texts.
Also, a stamp itself is not a connected component – by its nature it most commonly
comprises several components such as characters, lines and symbols and these have to be
correctly merged into one object.
For this task, it is possible to employ methods known from document image analysis,
particularly layout analysis. A short overview is presented in the following section.
4.5.1 Page Segmentation Algorithms
Methods for page segmentation can be categorized into 5 main groups [57]:
• projection profiles methods,
• smearing methods,
• methods based on Hough transform,
• grouping methods and
• stochastic methods.
A classical approach using projection profiles is the XY cut algorithm [37]. It recur-
sively decomposes a document page into blocks according to the white space between the
segments until no further decomposition is possible.
In contrast, grouping methods use local information and build up higher units. E.g.
the docstrum method presented in [43] searches for k nearest-neighbor pairs between the
components and their relationship is expressed with polar coordinates. From this data, the
spacing and text orientation parameters are estimated.
Another bottom-up method is run length smearing. It converts horizontal and verti-
cal runs of white pixels shorter than a given threshold into black pixels. An intersection of
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(a) Original image
(b) Cluster No.1 (yellow)
(c) Cleaned cluster No.1 (yellow)
(d) Cluster No.2 (blue)
(e) Cleaned cluster No.2 (blue)
Figure 4.5: Mask images – results of color clustering – can be efficiently cleaned from noise
by morphological operations. Note that the noise is caused by the effect of light blurring
at the edges of characters though in the original image it is invisible by a bare eye. (The
borders around images are just illustrative.)
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both horizontally and vertically smeared images is created and the resulting image smoothed
by finer smearing again. Finally, connected components are extracted (more in 5.3), one
component corresponding to one segment.
The drawback of the bottom-up methods is in their generally higher computational
demands. A combination of several approaches can also be applied. However, many algo-
rithms can only deal with Manhattan layouts (i.e. layouts consisiting of rectangular boxes
and vertical and horizontal white gaps).
4.5.2 XY Cut
Since the derived binary cluster images are often quite sparse (depending on how many
objects of the same color there are in the document image), it is possible to apply one of
the basic algorithms to segment them correctly.
As it has been shown in a series of experiments, for color stamp segmentation, the
XY cut algorithm works well and so the method was picked and applied in the system.
It is a tree-based algorithm, where the tree node represents the entire document image,
interior nodes represent rectangles on the page and the leaf nodes together form the final
segmentation. For each node, horizontal and vertical black pixel projection profile his-
tograms are computed and the widest zero valley is obtained. In the middle of the widest
valley, the rectangle is split and two new nodes are generated until the stopping criterion
is met. [39]
In Fig. 4.6, the final segmentation of an image is shown. The single segments are further
handled as candidate solutions to the stamp detection problem.
(a) Cleaned binary mask (b) Segmented mask
Figure 4.6: The cleaned binary mask is segmented by the recursive XY cut algorithm into
segments marked by grey boxes. (The borders around images are just illustrative.)
Even if the image is separated into less clusters than the actual number of distinct colors
in the image is (e.g. orange and red objects are in one cluster), it is still possible to segment
the candidates by XY cut properly.
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Chapter 5
Feature Extraction
To differentiate stamps from other candidate solutions, a relevant feature set has to be
identified and extracted from the patterns. It has been stated in 3.1 that ideal features
are such measurements whose values are very similar for samples from one class and very
different for samples from the other. They should also be invariant to transformations of
the input.
In the stamp detection problem, patterns (candidate solutions) are the single segments
separated by XY cut from all cluster images. The transformation can be e.g. scale (scan
resolution) or rotation of the stamp.
In this thesis, new features for stamp detection and verification have been identified.
They can be divided into color-related, geometrical and print-related. Their description is
given in the following sections.
5.1 Document Preprocessing
To extract the features from the candidates, it will be often necessary to binarize the image
and segment it into connected components as an approximation of single characters. A
short description of this basic image processing method is given here.
5.1.1 Connected Components
A set of pixels in an image which are all connected to each other is called a connected
component. In order for two pixels to be connected they have to meet requirements on
their relative intensities and spatial adjacency. For binary images, their values have to be
the same and, further, there has to be a path from one to another. Each pixel on the
path has to be in the 4 or 8-neighborhood of the next one. The type of the neighborhood
depends on the formulation of the problem. [46]
In graph theory, connected component is the maximal connected subgraph in an undi-
rected graph. Two vertices are in the same connected component if and only if there exists
a path between them. A path is a sequence of vertices such that from each of its vertices
there is an edge to the next vertex in the sequence. [8]
To perform connected component labeling, the image has to be binarized first.
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5.1.2 Binarization
Binarization is the process of converting an image into black and white, separating the
foreground from the background. The result of thresholding is a binary image. Various ap-
proaches of estimation of the proper threshold have been presented. They can be generally
categorized into the following groups1 [55, 28]:
1. Global thresholding methods use one threshold for binarization of the entire image.
(a) Fixed threshold can be selected experimentally.
(b) Histogram shape analysis. In an ideal case the histogram of pixel intensities
is bi-modal and the minimum between the highest local maxima them is a good
choice for the threshold.
(c) Optimal thresholding is based on the theory of statistics and it intends to
minimize the average error while assigning pixels into two classes. Various ap-
proaches may be used, e.g. minimization of variance of the histogram, sum of
square errors, spatial entropy, etc.
2. Local adaptive thresholding denotes methods where the value of threshold at any
point in the image might be different and depends on the neighborhood of the point.
The most widely used global thresholding method seems to be the optimal Otsu’s threshold
[44] which partitions pixels into two classes and maximizes the inter-class variance of their
intensities.
However, global methods neglect the spatial relationship among pixels so they naturally
cannot find an acceptable threshold for images where gray levels of foreground and back-
ground are inseparable [59]. That is why adaptive thresholding outperforms them in some
cases.
For the purpose of OCR (optical character recognition) from scanned documents, an
adaptive thresholding method was developed by Sauvola et al. [51]. A comparison of the
output of Otsu’s and Sauvola’s binarization is given in Fig. 5.1.
Both of the methods are used it this thesis, depending on the purpose. If binarization
of an entire page is needed, then Sauvola’s method is applied. If we need to binarize a
particular candidate solution, then Otsu’s threshold is used.
5.1.3 Connected Components Labeling
Single characters in a binarized image are most often composed of one or two2 connected
components. The process of extraction of connected components, marking them with a
distinct label is called connected component labeling. There are quite many algorithms
available, with different time complexity.
Within the thesis, a method based on the union-find algorithm [54] on a disjoint-set
data structure is used. Disjoint set is a structure which maintains a collection of sets whose
intersection is empty. The algorithm quickly performs two operations – find determines
in which particular set the element is in, and union computes the union of two sets. An
example to illustrate the method is given in Fig. 5.2, and a short description follows.
1The terminology is not universal and varies in the literature.
2Letters i,j or letters with diacritics are composed of two or more connected components.
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(a) Original image (b) Otsu’s binarization (c) Sauvola’s binarization
Figure 5.1: Comparison of the outputs of two binarization methods - Otsu’s and Sauvola’s.
(a) A small bi-
nary image
(b) Numbering (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.2: An illustration of the union-find algorithm on a binary image with 8-connec-
tivity. Figures (c)-(f) show the updates of the graph that represents sets of connected
components, resulting in one single component.
A small binary image is depicted in Fig. 5.2(a). It contains a single connected component
on condition of 8-connectivity. Each foreground pixel (dark one) will be treated as a node in
a graph numbered according to Fig. 5.2(b). Initially, the graph is composed of 5 unconnected
nodes – the roots. We will scan the image columnwise, searching for connected pairs of
pixels. The first connected pair to encounter is pixel 3 and pixel 1 (while scanning the
second column). Root nodes for both sets containing pixels 3 and 1 have to be found (here
they are roots themselves), and their union is made by linking the smaller tree to the root
of the bigger one. The whole process can be seen in 5.2(c)-(f).
The result of connected components labeling is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
(a) Original image (b) Binarized image (c) Labeled connected compo-
nents
Figure 5.3: Connected component labeling. Labels are denoted by different colors.
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5.1.4 Bounding Boxes
To represent a connected component C, only one seed pixel p, p ∈ C needs to be stored.
However, often it is useful to work with a minimum bounding box of the connected compo-
nent. Mimimum bounding box is referred to as the smallest axis aligned rectangle containing
all pixels from the given set C:
B = (x0, y0, x1, y1),
x0 = min{x : (x, y) ∈ C},
y0 = min{y : (x, y) ∈ C},
x1 = max{x : (x, y) ∈ C},
y1 = max{y : (x, y) ∈ C}. (5.1)
5.1.5 Estimating the Scan Resolution
It is important to derive features from the candidate solutions that are invariant to scale
and thus not dependant on the scan resolution of the image. However, size is also a valuable
feature for stamp detection because it is unlikely to have stamps as big as A4 page or as
small as a pin-head.
For our scenario, it is not acceptable to assume that there will be only documents of a
certain size on input. Therefore, to represent the size of an object in a reasonable way, it
is necessary to scale it by a factor dependant on the scan resolution.
It is not always possible to ask the user to provide the program with the information
about the resolution (more exactly samples per inch) at which the image was scanned.
Nevertheless, the information can be approximately retrieved directly from the image.
Assuming that there is no information about the real size of the page available, the scan
resolution can be estimated from the average size of connected components in the document.
This approach is based on the fact that most of the components in the document are text
characters. Though the font size can differ, a rough estimation of the scan resolution can
be made.
An image has to be binarized (Sauvola’s method), connected components are labeled
(as described in Section 5.1), area of their bounding boxes is computed, the values are
sorted and then the median value is selected. Median value is more robust to outliers (e.g.
big logos presented) than mean. To ensure that it is also robust against noise and thus
more stable across various document images, connected components with boundidng boxes
smaller than a certain threshold are discarded from computation.
5.2 Geometrical Features
The notion of “stamp” is very vague but to limit the set of possible candidates, some
restrictions on its basic geometrical proportions should be made. These restrictions cannot
be universal and must be adjusted according to the particular problem. In this thesis,
detection of mainly business stamps is considered and the size of such a stamp can be
partially anticipated.
To derive the geometrical features, the minimum bounding box (in the following text it
will be referred to as simply bounding box) of the candidate solution needs to be computed.
Then, a simple geometrical feature is the width-to-height ratio. Too long objects
(such as vertical or horizontal lines) should not be admitted. The area of the bounding
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box and number of pixels are not interesting in themselves but relatively to the size
of the average (median) bounding box in the image they already provide a meaningful
information, being independent of the scan resolution. Too small candidates then can be
rejected.
Some candidate solutions resulting from image segmentation are too sparse to be admit-
ted as stamps. That is why the proportion of candidate pixels to the area of its bounding
box is computed. The resulting value will be referred to as the pixel density within the
bounding box.
A powerful feature differentiating mainly business stamps with written addresses and
names from other color texts in documents is rotation. In the series of experiments held
while gathering the data set of documents with stamps, it was uncovered that people tend
to imprint stamps with a slight skew. The skew might be invisible to an untrained eye.
The angle between the average skew of the text lines in the page and the text lines in the
stamp is normally greater than 0.4◦ whereas the standard deviation of page text line skew
is around 0.2 (with mean in 0◦).
5.2.1 Skew Estimation
An algorithm for textline detection by Breuel [13] was adopted for the purpose of estimation
of the skew of the page and for detection of textlines (and estimation of their skew) within
the candidates. It models the textlines by 3 parameters, (r, θ, d), as illustrated in Fig. 5.4.
A quality function is used to measure how a given set of points matches the text-line
model. To maximize the number of bounding boxes matching the model, and to minimize
the distance of each reference point from the baseline, the RAST algorithm and branch-
and-bound search are applied. The optimal value of θ is the skew we are looking for.
forge
ry
r
d
Figure 5.4: The textline model by Breuel.
First, the average skew θ¯P of the page must be computed, selecting the median value of
skew of all textlines in the page. Then, for each candidate solution, textlines are detected
and (if any) their average skew θ¯c is computed. The value of θ¯P − θ¯c is then the derived
rotation feature.
5.3 Color-related Features
Even if the stamp was impressed irregularly with some regions being darker or brighter,
the hue remains similar in all parts of the object. Hue is a color attribute that describes a
pure color (more about HSI color model can be found e.g. [28]). Hue is defined as an angle
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on the interval of [0,360). The red color is placed at 0◦, green at 120◦ and blue at 240◦. It
can be computed from RGB in the following way:
H =
{
h if B ≤ G
360− h if B > G,
where
h = cos−1
{
1
2 [(R−G) + (R−B)]
[(R−G)2 + (R−B)(G−B)]1/2
}
. (5.2)
Since the candidates are only composed of chromatic pixels, the denominator of the expres-
sion can never be equal to 0 and so hue is always defined.
5.3.1 Standard Deviation of Hue
Hue histograms of all kinds of inks have some nice characteristics. Experiments on a number
of documents have shown that a hue histogram of an object made of one ink always has a
narrow peak that is nearly symmetric. By contrast, histograms of plain-color laser printed
texts are more ragged, not symmetric, often with several peaks. Moreover, histograms of
copied stamps have a wider peak due to the alternations made during the photocopying
process. Examples can be seen in Fig. 5.5.
These important properties can be to a certain degree measured by standard deviation
of hue values of all pixels within the object.
For each candidate solution, the standard deviation of hue over all N pixels is:
σH =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(Hi − H¯)2, (5.3)
where H¯ is the mean hue, normally expressed as H¯ = 1N
N∑
i=1
Hi.
However, the hue is defined on a circular space and so computing the mean is such a
way would be incorrect. The question is: what is the mean of the 2 values, 90◦ and 270◦?
Is it 180◦ or 0◦? The answer depends on the type of problem one is facing.
In the case of stamp detection, objects containing one kind of ink are sought. It means
that their hue histograms will most likely be uni-modal with the mean close to the mode
(mode is the global maximum of the histogram – the value that occurs most frequently).
Let us compute the mean in the following way:
1. Discretize the hues of all pixels in the candidate into 360 values.
2. Make a histogram m with k = 360 bins, where N is the number of all pixels: N =
k∑
b=1
m(b).
3. Find the mode bin B of the histogram, m(B) ≥ m(b) for b = 1 . . . 360.
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(d) Hue histogram corresponding to the yellow text
(e) A copied stamp
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(f) Hue histogram corresponding to the copied stamp
Figure 5.5: Examples of hue histograms. The histogram of a genuine stamp has one sym-
metric and narrow peak even when it is imprinted irregularly with a different brightness in
different parts of the stamp. The histogram of a laser-printed text is ragged and the one
of the copied stamp is remarkably wider. These properties have been observed throughout
the whole data set used within this thesis and verified by evaluation.
4. Let the mode bin B be a reference value and assign a label “0” to it. To the bins
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to the left from the reference bin assign labels from -1 to -179 in a descending order,
taking into account the circular manner of the histogram space. Assign labels from
1 to 180 in an ascending order to the bins to the right from the reference bin. Now
each bin has a label l(b).
5. The mean H¯ of the candidate then can be expressed by:
H¯ =
{
1
N
N∑
b=1
[m(b) · l(b)] +B + 360
}
mod 360, (5.4)
where mod denotes the modulus operation.
The standard deviation of hue values, σH , computed with the redefined mean, is the
derived feature.
5.4 Print-related Features
To differentiate stamps from other printed objects or even photocopied stamps, a careful
optical analysis of the print of the candidates should be made. For this purpose, some
methods may be adopted from the ongoing research on printing technique classification.
Stamp imprints have several remarkable properties. Concerning the edges, their sharp-
ness can be defined as the magnitude of the intensity change at the particular image region
[52]. It will be shown that (laser) printed text characters tend to have sharper transitions
between character and non-character areas while edges of stamp imprints are more blurred
and rough due to the ink diffusion effect.
The degree of uniformity of the area of the imprint gives a valuable information about
its source as well. Stamp imprints are perceived as more or less uniform, having no distinct
texture. Photocopied stamps are characterized by greater variations of the graylevel values
than the genuine ones.
In the following sections, the features related to the uniformity of the area, sharpness
and roughness of the edges will be described.
5.4.1 Graylevel Co-occurrence Matrices
A texture represents an important descriptive factor for object recognition. Converting the
pixels belonging to a stamp into grayscale, there should not be any sharp transitions and
frequent alternations of intensities as the ink is quite evenly distributed in normal cases.
These effects can be described by building co-occurrence matrices [32]. Working on
printing technique classification, Lampert et al. [38] used a technique similar to co-occurrence
matrices but they computed them from two different images. The first is the original image
and the second is a transformation of the original. Regarding the transformation, there are
several suggestions made by the authors. For this thesis, a Gaussian filter was selected.
Gaussian Smoothing
A Gaussian filter performs a convolution of the input image with a Gaussian function. In
two dimensions, the function is defined according to [40] as
g(x, y) =
1
2piσ2
e−
x2+y2
2σ2 , (5.5)
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where σ is the standard deviation representing the width of the Gaussian distribution and
x, y are the coordinates within the image. The result s(x, y) of the convolution with image
f(x, y) according to [28] is
s(x, y) = f(x, y) ∗ g(x, y) = 1
MN
M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
f(m,n)g(x−m, y − n). (5.6)
Gaussian filters are applied in image processing to reduce noise and to smooth the
image. The amount of smoothing can be controlled by varying σ.
Co-occurrence Matrices
The co-occurrence matrix H(i, j) of an image f(x, y) and its smoothed version s(x, y) can
be mathematically defined as
H(x, y) =
1
MN
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
{
1, if f(m,n) = x and s(m,n) = y
0, otherwise.
(5.7)
The matrix is a 2D histogram expressing how often a value x in the original image
occurrs in combination with value y in the transformed image. For illustration, the 2D
histogram is visualized in Fig. 5.6.
Note that although the definition is given in terms of images, we are working with par-
ticular regions of interest – ROI’s (i.e. only the pixels belonging to the candidate solution).
Extracted Features
The histogram itself is too big and sparse to give us itself a meaningful information about
the texture. Therefore 4 statistical features are extracted from it. Namely it is contrast,
correlation, energy and homogeneity. They were defined already by Haralick [32] and
then applied to printing technique classification by Lampert [38].
contrast =
∑
i,j
= |i− j|2p[i, j] (5.8)
correlation =
∑
i,j(i− µx)(j − µy)p[i, j]
σxσy
(5.9)
energy =
∑
i,j
= p2[i, j] (5.10)
homogeneity =
∑
i,j
p[i, j]
1 + |i− j| (5.11)
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where
µx =
∑
i,j
ip[i, j],
µy =
∑
i,j
jp[i, j],
σx =
√∑
i,j
(i− µx)2p[i, j],
σy =
√∑
i,j
(j − µy)2p[i, j],
i, j are histogram coordinates and p[i, j] the relative frequency of their co-occurrence.
(a) A genuine stamp (b) A copied stamp
(c) Genuine stamp in grayscale (d) Copied stamp in grayscale
(e) (f)
Figure 5.6: Visualization of co-occurrence histograms of two subjects - a genuine and a
copied stamp – with their blurred images (not in the Figure). It can be observed that
in the histogram of the copied stamp (f) the values are more scattered whereas in the
histogram of the genuine one (e), the major mass is on the diagonal. (Only the area of the
stamp – ROI – without the background was used for computations.)
5.4.2 Analysis of Gradient Images
Another approach to examine stamp candidates is the analysis of their gradient images.
The gradient of an intensity function f is at each coordinates (x, y) a 2D vector defined
[28] as
∇f =
[
Gx
Gy
]
=
[
∂f
∂x
∂f
∂y
]
(5.12)
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Gx and Gy are derivatives in the horizontal and vertical direction. The gradient vector
points in the direction of the largest intensity increase.
The magnitude of this vector is given by
∇f =
[(
∂f
∂x
)2
+
(
∂f
∂y
)2]1/2
. (5.13)
Approximate gradient images can be computed from the original image converted to
grayscale (Otsu’s threshold) by convolving (for definition of convolution see 5.6) it with a
filter mask. Two common filters for computation of gradients are Prewitt filter and Sobel
filter.
Prewitt Operator
The Prewitt filter masks in horizontal and vertical direction are given by
Px =
−1 0 1−1 0 1
−1 0 1
 , Py =
−1 −1 −10 0 0
1 1 1
 (5.14)
The Prewitt operator as well as other gradient operators are often used for edge detection.
Convolution with Prewitt filter is computationally inexpensive since the masks are integer
valued.
Gradient Analysis Features
Applying the Prewitt filter, we compute the magnitude gradient image ∇f (often referred
to as simply gradient image, which is not strictly correct) and subsequently its histogram
∇H(i), i = 0, . . . , 255.
In [52], a deep analysis of gradient histograms for different printing techniques (inkjet,
laser and photocopies) has been done and it has been revealed that inkjet printed documents
are characterized by a low amount of high gradient values due to the ink diffusion effect.
In accordance with experiments held within this thesis, the ink diffusion effect is even more
distinct for stamp imprints.
According to [52], the greatest variance among the printing techniques in the histogram
is observable in the intervals of [1, 40] and [80, 120].
To derive the features from the histogram ∇H(i), the mean, standard deviation and
maximum value is computed for i ∈ [1, 40] and i ∈ [80, 120]:
µ(∇H(i)) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
∇H(i), (5.15)
σ(∇H(i)) =
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
(∇H(i)− µ(∇H(i)))2
)1/2
(5.16)
max(∇H(i)) = ∇H(j), ∀i : ∇H(j) ≥ ∇H(i). (5.17)
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(a) A genuine stamp (b) A laser printed text
Figure 5.7: Magnitude gradient images of a stamp and a blue text, scanned at 300dpi. Both
were first converted to grayscale by Otsu’s threshold.
5.4.3 Edge Roughness Examination
Roughness of edges – meaning the divergence of the shape of single characters and other
components – is higher for stamp imprints than for laser printed objects. Schultze et al. [53]
show that features related to edge roughness are capable of distinguishing among different
printing techniques – laser print, inkjet print and photocopy.
One possibility how to measure edge roughness is by comparing a binarized image to
its smoothed version and then features can be derived via distance mapping. Another
technique is computation of so called correlation coefficient.
Distance Mapping
The distance mapping [47] (sometimes also called the distance transform) is an operator
which is applied to a binary image and transforms it into a map showing the distance of
each foreground pixel to the closest boundary. Thus, it depends on the selected distance
metric. In Fig. 5.8, a simple distance map based on Manhattan distance is shown.
(a) A binary image
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(b) Distance transform
Figure 5.8: The distance transform of a binary image based on Manhattan distances.
Distance mapping can be implemented by a fast two-pass algorithm [3], approximating
the Euclidean distance. The first pass is forward, the second pass is backward and in each
pass the distances from adjacent pixels are propagated.
According to [53], two different transforms of the original image are needed. The first
is just a binarization of the original and the second is obtained by converting the original
image into grayscale, then smoothed with a median filter and binarized. Thus, two binary
images, Ib and Is are at hand. Now the distance map is computed by initializing the distance
map with values from the binarized smooth image Is and propagating the distances of all
(foreground) pixels of Ib to the nearest background pixel of Is. Denoting foreground pixels
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by 1 and background pixels by 0, for each entry (x,y) of the distance map we get:
dist(x, y) = min{d : d =
√
(x−m)2 + (y − n)2, Is(m,n) = 0,∀m,n}. (5.18)
Only the edge pixels of Ib are of the interest and so their distances are extracted from the
map and a histogram is created. Statistical measures such as mean, standard deviation
and maximal and relative distance are then derived.
Correlation Coefficient
To compute the correlation coefficient for edge roughness and edge sharpness, only the
contour of the letters is important (ROI – region of interest). It can be segmented by
dilating the binarized image of the candidate with a circular mask. Then, the Pearson
correlation of the grayscale image A and the binarized image B is computed over the ROI:
correlCoef =
∑
(i,j)∈ROI
(A(i, j)− A¯)(B(i, j)− B¯)√ ∑
(i,j)∈ROI
(A(i, j)− A¯)2 ∑
(i,j)∈ROI
(B(i, j)− B¯)2
(5.19)
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Chapter 6
Classification
Having identified the features, a classifier needs to be built. Since we are facing two problems
– stamp detection and verification – different scenarios might be followed:
• One-stage approach, 3 classses.
In this scenario, training and testing is performed on genuine as well as copied doc-
uments and classification into 3 classes is done. The classes correspond to genuine
stamps, copied stamps and non-stamps.
• One-stage approach, 2 classses.
Again, training and testing is performed on genuine and copied documents but candi-
dates are classified into 2 categories only – genuine stamps and non-stamps including
copies.
• Two-stage approach, 2 classses.
Training is performed on genuine documents, classifying the candidates into two cat-
egories, genuine stamps and non-stamps. In parallel, another model is built training
the classifier on genuine and copied stamps. Then, testing is performed with the first
model and the candidates labeled as stamps are passed into the second stage and
verified by the second classifier.
With the first approach, many misclassified samples are expected since the classification
must be finer as non-stamp candidates must be distinguished from copied stamps. It will
not be further assumed.
The second and third approach do not allow us for actual detection of copied stamps
but (in ideal case) they perform verification by discarding the copied stamps (labeling them
as non-stamps) which is satisfactory.
The problem with the second approach is, that it is unclear how many copied/forged
documents should be included in the training set in order for the system to be reliable.
6.1 Structure of the System
Experiments have been conducted to find out which classification setup performs better and
is more advantageous for prediction. The one-stage approach with two classes is illustrated
in Fig. 6.1 and the two-stage approach is depicted in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the one-stage classifier.
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Figure 6.2: Structure of the two-stage classifier.
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Preliminary results of classification of 317 genuine stamps, 76 copied stamps and over
a thousand of other non-stamp candidates (scanned at 200dpi) with both models are given
in Fig. 6.3.
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Misclassified forged stamps
(a) One-stage approach.
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(b) Two-stage approach.
Figure 6.3: Comparison of preliminary results of classification with two different models.
One-stage system is less accurate for both, detection and verification. Therefore the
two-stage classification approach has been selected. The advantage of such a system is that
both steps – detection and verification – can be performed separately. If an application
requires pure detection, only the first stage classification is performed. On the other hand,
if the stamps are already marked in the document, pure verification with the second stage
classifier can be done to reject copies. However, some copies might be revealed and discarded
already at the first stage so no discrimination between copied stamps and non-stamps is
done.
6.1.1 Geometrical Restrictions
To train the classifiers, candidates segmented from document images have to be manually
labeled as stamp and non-stamps. In Section 4, it has ben described that there were 3 kinds
of features identified – geometrical, color-related and print-related ones. Before training the
system for stamp detection, it is reasonable to directly sort out candidates whose feature
values extremely exceed some ranges. Sorting out candidates on the basis of geometrical
features is legitimate since it is possible to set the thresholds manually according to ob-
servations and needs of the system. Such geometrical features are width-to-height ratio,
area of the bounding box, number of pixels and pixel density. In this thesis, we mainly
focus on business stamps and their proportions can be partially anticipated. The following
restrictions on the candidates are given:
width-to-height ratio
1
3
<
width
height
< 20
area of the bounding box 12 <
areaBB
areaavgBB
number of pixels 3.5 <
pixels
areaavgBB
pixel density 0.03 <
pixels
areaBB
< 0.5
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With these thresholds, the system is still general enough since the thresholds are set
very loosely. For a more specific system, the thresholds can be set more restrictively. Those
candidates that conform to the restrictions are passed to the first stage classifier.
6.1.2 Testing
Having trained the model for detection and verification separately and given a new docu-
ment image, the process is following.
The page of the new document is split in order for us to obtain candidate solutions.
Features are extracted from the candidates and checked whether they conform to the geo-
metrical restrictions described in Section 6.1.1. Those candidates to conform are input to
the first stage classifier (for detection). The classifier is binary and decides stamp/non-
stamp. The candidates to be labeled as stamps are passed to the second stage classifier to
“verify” their authenticity.
6.2 Classifier Selection
The No Free Lunch Theorem [65] states that there is no learning algorithm that outperforms
all the others. It is the prior information, data distribution and the amount of training data
[23] that matters and should be considered when choosing the classifier.
There are tools for data mining and machine learning available that make the process
of choosing the proper classifier for the task, manipulating and selecting the features and
visualising them much easier. Within this thesis, the Weka open source software [30] was
used.
Performing experiments with different classifiers, such as Multilayer Perceptron, Bayes
Net, Random Forest or Decision Table, it has been found out that in average, the best
results are given by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Therefore, SVM was
included into the system. An implementation of the classifier can be found in the open
source libSVM library [16].
6.3 Parameter Optimization and Data Preprocessing
Unfortunately the print-related features are sensitive to resolution of the image they are
extracted from. For example, filtering is often applied and the sizes of masks have to be
adjusted. Since we work with images of different resolutions, feature extraction with proper
parameters must be done.
The same holds for the parameters of the classifier. For support vector machines, the
most important parameters are type, kernel function,
A straightforward approach is to use grid-search to determine the optimal parameters.
It simply evaluates the data with all combinations of parameters within some ranges (each
point of the grid). It is an exhaustive search technique but if a coarse grid is used first and
then a finer grid is applied on the identified better region, it is not too computationally
demanding for 2 parameters only. For all resolutions it has been shown that ν-SVC classifier
with radial basis function kernel (RBF) performs the best. The selected values of parameter
ν and γ can be found in Section 7.2.
To optimize the feature parameters, a subset of 10 document images was randomly
chosen, features with different combinations of parameters were extracted and evaluated
with the same classifier settings (the settings as stated in Section 7.2) for all available
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resolutions (200,300,400 and 600dpi). Those parameteres were selected for which the highest
accuracy was achieved.
Support vector machines as well as some other classifiers perform better if their input
data are normalized. Normalization allows underlying characteristics of the data sets to
be compared. Therefore, it is crucial to normalize all features before classification, which
means to bring them to a common scale, usuallly between -1 and 1 or 0 and 1.
6.4 Feature Selection
Altogether, 18 features were identified for detection and verification of stamps. Four of them
are used to just to discard extreme candidates with thresholds as described in Section 6.1.1,
and the latter 14 can be used for classification. Selecting the most valuable features from
the set is very important because it can improve the performance of the system.
For stamp verification, some features are irrelevant already by their nature. It is rota-
tion because it cannot differentiate copied stamps from the genuine ones. However, it is
difficult to choose the subset of the most relevant (or useful) features that lead to the best
performance of the classifier. Moreover, discarding features speeds up the computations.
There are various automatic feature selection methods. Filters do ranking of the features
with correleation coefficients. Wrappers search for the (sub)optimal subset of features,
iteratively evaluating each candidate subset on the model. Often they utilize some form of
greedy search because exhaustive search is too time-consuming. A good introduction to the
topic of feature selection is given by Isabelle Guyon [29].
Applying several feature selection methods and performing other experiments, it has
been determined that for stamp detection, all the 14 features are valuable and they con-
tribute to the overall performance. Since training with 14 attributes is still fast enough,
there is no need to decrease the number. The results of feature selection for stamp verifi-
cation will be stated in Section 7.2.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation and Results
7.1 Data Sets
Currently, there is no data set of color images with stamps available to public for the
purpose of evaluation. The Tobacco800 [62] document image data set is at hand but it just
contains binary images with very few stamps that are not annotated.
7.1.1 Data Set for Stamp Detection
For the purpose of evaluation of stamp detection, a new data set containing 400 scanned
document images has been collected and made public1. The documents were generated
automatically, printed and stamped by various people using various stamps of different
colors. Afterwards they were digitized again by scanning at the resolution of 600dpi, 24-bit
color. To evaluate the algorithms also on lower resolutions, the images were downscaled to
the approximate resolution of 200, 300 and 400dpi.
The documents contain many color objects such as logos, color addresses and other
text. There are stamps of many different shapes and colors including black ones in the data
set. Sometimes the stamps overlap with signatures or a text. In some documents there are
multiple stamps or none at all. It was essential to generate the groundtruth of the data set,
though it was very time-consuming because manual marking of stamp locations had to be
done. The groundtruth consists of binary images with masks of the stamp strokes which
allows for accurate pixel-wise evaluation.
In Tab. 7.1, some statistical information on the data set is summarized and in Fig. 7.1
two sample documents are given with the example of their groundtruth.
Document pages with Number of images Percentage of all
one stamp 285 71%
multiple stamps 56 14%
no stamp 59 15%
color stamp(s) 287 72%
black stamp(s) 80 20%
overlapped stamps 55 14%
Table 7.1: Statistical information on the data set.
1The data set is available at http://madm.dfki.de/downloads-ds-staver.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.1: Sample documents from the data set and their ground-truth images (the borders
around the images are just illustrative).
7.1.2 Data Set for Stamp Verification
To evaluate the performance of verification, a data set of copied documents has been gath-
ered. 14 images with stamps were picked out from the 400-document data set and their
copies were made on 5 different copy machines. It makes altogether 70 copied images.
The copy machines used were the following multifunction models of RicohTM: Aficio
MP C2050, Aficio MP C2550, Aficio MP C2500, Aficio MP C3000 and Aficio MP C4000.
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7.2 Experimental Setup
The settings of the classifier for stamp detection are shown in Tab. 7.2 and for stamp
verification in Tab. 7.3. The values of parameters were discovered with grid search (see
Section 6.3).
200dpi 300dpi 400dpi 600 dpi
ν 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.12
Table 7.2: Parameters of the ν-SVC classifier used for stamp detection. For all resolutions,
RBF kernel was used and γ = 1/number of features.
200dpi 300dpi 400dpi 600 dpi
kernel POLY RBF RBF RBF
ν 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.12
γ 0.13 0.08 0.1 0.12
Table 7.3: Parameters of the ν-SVC classifier used for stamp verification.
Feature selection techniques have shown that for stamp verification, all edge roughness
features were redundant and did not contribute to any improvement of the performance of
the classifier. Therefore only 10 features were used for stamp verification.
7.3 Evaluation of Stamp Detection
It is not straightforward how to measure the performance of the stamp detection algorithm.
Pure accuracy of binary classification is not suitable since it is made on “candidates level”
and there is an unknown number of candidates on one page. Some of the candidates are
rejected even already before classification. Moreover, due to imperfect segmentation, some
candidates might represent only a part of the stamp or comprise both, stamp and some
other object. Therefore, a more sophisticated approach to measure the performance is
needed.
7.3.1 Performance Measures
After classification of all candidates in the analyzed document image (with the first stage
classifier), only the candidates labeled as stamps are given a further attention. Their
binary masks are put on a blank page and this result of detection is matched against the
groundtruth page. Such an approach leads to the pixel-wise accuracy and provides more
realistic results. However, they are generally worse than the results of pure classification
because they are also dependent on the precisison of the segmentation.
To enumerate the results, well-known terms from information retrieval were adopted –
recall and precision. Recall is the proportion of correctly detected stamp pixels to all stamp
pixels in the image while precision is the proportion of correctly detected stamp pixels to
all detected pixels.
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7.3.2 Results
The algorithm for stamp detection was evaluated on 320 document images – those from the
data set that do not contain black stamps. Altogether it makes over 1500 candidates from
which over 300 are stamps.
The leave-one-out method was selected for evaluation. It is a special kind of cross-
validation where training is performed on all samples but one, and testing is done on this
particular one sample. This process is repeated as many times as many samples there are
in the set, leaving out a different sample each time. However, with regard to the problem
here we do not leave out one candidate, but a whole document.
The results of the stamp detection algorithm on images of different resolutions is given
in Tab. 7.4. Recall is the proportion of correctly detected stamp pixels to all stamp pixels in
the image while precision is the proportion of correctly detected stamp pixels to all detected
pixels.
200dpi 300dpi 400dpi 600 dpi
Recall 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89
Precision 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.90
Table 7.4: The results of the stamp detection algorithm.
It can be seen that the results are consistent and that the method performs well even
for images of low resolution that are used in regular office environments. Differences in
accuracies are small and they are rather caused by different parameter settings than some
trend. It also means that there are still reserves in the algorithm and for future work it
might be considered to search for more features to apply for images of higher resolutions.
Some examples of detected stamps in documents from the data set are in Fig. 7.2 and
an illustration of a precisely segmented stamp is shown in Fig. 7.3.
Figure 7.2: Stamps detected in documents from the data set by the proposed algorithm are
marked with green bounding boxes (for illustration).
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Figure 7.3: A correctly detected and segmented overlapped stamp from the data set.
7.4 Evaluation of Stamp Verification
The model for stamp verification was evaluated on 317 genuine and 78 copied stamps. A
10-fold cross-validation was performed. To measure the performance of the stamp verifica-
tion algorithm, the accuracy of the second stage classifier was adopted. It is meaningful to
express the results in the terms of sensitivity and specificity. Here, sensitivity is the pro-
portion of correctly classified copied stamps to all stamps and specificity is the proportion
of correctly classified genuine stamps to all stamps.
The results of verification of stamps of different resolutions are given in Tab. 7.5.
200dpi 300dpi 400dpi 600 dpi
Sensitivity 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.95
Specificity 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.96
Table 7.5: The results of the classification between genuine and forged stamps.
From the table it can be observed that sensitivity is increasing with higher resolution
which means that more copied stamps are revelead. For the resolution of 300dpi, specificity
is noticebly lower which is most likely caused by inappropriate settings of some variables
that are sensitive to resolution or by not optimal selection of SVM parameters.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 7.4: Examples of genuine (upper row) and copied (lower row) stamps.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Stamp detection and stamp verification are open problems of document image analysis.
They can find their utilization in insurance companies where a huge volume of documents
is processed and an automatic tool for verification of authenticity of the stamps is needed.
A careful study of the state-of-the-art approaches to stamp detection was conducted in
the scope of this thesis and it revealed that none of the published methods was capable of
detecting stamps of arbitrary colors and shapes in color documents.
A novel algorithm for detection of generic stamps of any colors1 was proposed in this
thesis. It comprises a full segmentation of the document image by means of color clustering
and XY cut algorithm. Features are extracted from the identified candidate solutions
and a binary classification with Support Vector Machines is performed to differentiate
between stamps and other objects on the page (such as logos or color texts). Besides
simple geometrical proportions, the features are related to color and print of the candidate.
To analyse the print, some methods from printing technique classification were adopted.
The algorithm for stamp detection has further been extended to distinguish copied
stamps from the genuine ones and thus to perform stamp verification. All the three objec-
tives of the thesis stated in Section 1 have been achieved and, to the best knowledge of the
author, the first learning-based approach to stamp detection was presented and the first
method of stamp verification was published. The experiments have shown that the problem
of stamp detection is generally more difficult than the problem of differentiating between
copied and genuine stamps.
To evaluate the stamp detection algorithm, a new data set of 400 documents with stamps
had to be collected, scanned and annotated. This dataset is now publicly available to
encourage researchers to develop new algorithms and benchmark them. The recall and
precision of the classifier on the data set is around 90%, performing the evaluation on the
document level with leave-one-out cross-validation.
To perform evaluation of stamp verification, a dataset of 70 copies generated on 5
different copy-machines was collected. The accuracy of binary classification between genuine
and forged stamps is around 90% for copied and 95% for genuine stamps, depending on the
resolution of sacnning.
The whole system was implemented in C++ language with the aid of iulib [11] and
ocropus [12] – the image manipulating and optical character recognition libraries.
1So far, only color stamps are considered. However, the algorithm is extensible for detection of black
stamps too.
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Detection of black stamps is not comprised in this thesis, however, a possible extension
to the algorithm is possible. The first step of the image segmentation is separation of
chromatic and achromatic pixels. Thus, the achromatic pixels form a special cluster which
is not further utilized. If this cluster image is cleaned and properly segmented (it is possible
that a more sophisticated method than XY cut would be needed), candidate solutions for
black stamps will be obtained. Then, the same features except for the color-related one
could be used for classification.
The following extensions are suggested by the author to improve the performance, robust-
ness and generality of the system:
1. a more efficient method for separation of chromatic and achromatic image compo-
nents,
2. a more robust method of determination the number of clusters for color clustering,
3. identification of more features and selection of the most relevant ones,
4. detection of black stamps.
Experiments should also be conducted on images containing more handwriting to find
out how it influences the performance of the algorithm.
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